This dialog goes on forever. I finally clicked the X to close dialog...
The InstallShield Wizard has successfully installed IBM SPSS Statistics 21. Click Finish to exit the wizard.

this dialog changed to Success the moment I closed the Coordinator dialog. (you may not see it because it was BEHIND the installer dialog box) then I clicked OK and....
And the Coordinator appeared again behind it. Forever... (checking licenses?) I "X" closed it again... and it launched Stats
> Error # 7001
> There is no license for IBM SPSS Statistics. This could be due to a missing license file or no more network licenses available. For detailed information about this problem, run the 'showlic' utility found in the product installation directory.
> Execution of this command stops.
> Specific symptom number: 18

End of job: 2 command lines 1 errors 0 warnings 1 CPU seconds